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This gorgeous, fully illustrated handbook tells the story of sketchnotes--why and how you can use
them to capture your thinking visually, remember key information more clearly, and share what
you&#39;ve captured with others. Author Mike Rohde shows you how to incorporate sketchnoting
techniques into your note-taking process--regardless of your artistic abilities--to help you better
process the information that you are hearing and seeing through drawing, and to actually have fun
taking notes. The Sketchnote Handbook explains and illustrates practical sketchnote techniques for
taking visual notes at your own pace as well as in real time during meetings and events. Rohde also
addresses most people&#39;s fear of drawing by showing, step-by-step, how to quickly draw
people, faces, type, and simple objects for effective and fast sketchnoting. The book looks like a
peek into the author&#39;s private sketchnote journal, but it functions like a beginner&#39;s guide
to sketchnoting with easy-to-follow instructions for drawing out your notes that will leave you itching
to attend a meeting just so you can draw about it.
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Quick take: great book -- well organized, clear instructions, and, of course, good illustrations. Highly
recommended.I didn't know much about sketchnoting before buying this book. I'd gleaned a bit
about it from author Mike Rohde's tweets, and from those by another contributor, Veronica Erb, and
I was curious to learn more. Along came this book, and I thought I'd give it a shot.It's a fun read -Mike Rohde's enthusiasm really shines through. It's also surprisingly well organized, at least

compared to what I expected from a book about doodling. Mike does a nice job of explaining the
value of sketchnoting, i.e., why it's a useful technique, and then walks you through different kinds of
sketchnote patterns and the how-tos.The book also contains a lot of examples from other
sketchnoters; these give you an idea of other peoples' styles, and offer their take on tools and
techniques. It might be mildly intimidating to see so many great-looking examples, and wondering,
"Will I ever get this good at it, and if not, is it worth trying?" Fortunately, Mike mentions early and
often that a) if you can draw *really* simple shapes, then you can sketchnote, and b) it's more about
structure than art. I found that reassuring.I bought the book+video version, and I'm glad I did. The
book is fine by itself, i.e., if you just bought the book, I think you'd be ok. But the videos let you see
Mike sketchnoting in realtime, and I found that complemented the book very well.Suggestions for
the next edition:- Recommended equipment: Mike mentions which pen and notebook he uses, and
many of the other contributors do so too, but these are scattered throughout the book. Might be
worth pulling this together onto a single page, to help us newbies.

First of all, this is a beautiful book, having a matte(?) finish, full of illustrations, using the very
medium to 'deconstruct' itself. I even love the accent color (orange) used throughout the book.
Loved the guest sketch noters. Don't get the Kindle edition. Appreciate the book in its native format
as the author intended.The videos were okay. I felt they added little value, as the author merely
clarified the concepts in his book. Given the passion the author has for sketch-noting, I kinda
expected him to burst upon the screen like those guys from the infomercials. He had a business-like
demeanor in front of the camera. If there was just one chapter worth watching, I would suggest
watching the segment where Mike does a sketch note in real time, listening to Mr. Mueller. Oh- the
online videos were not captioned. I would suggest that Peachpit require that future video
submissions have subtitling and/or captioning.I primarily bought this book to give me ideas and
techniques that i can share with my students. Then, they can make meaningful connections in
studying their subject matter, i.e., Math, Reading, Science, in a visual way. It's also nice to
undertake some sketch-noting during those professional development workshops. This book
delivers for me, full of little tips I can immediately put to use.I feel that this book was somewhat
superficial. It is indeed a quick read. I would have liked more coverage on Dual-Coding Theory, for
instance. Little coverage was given to speaker patterns. What about having a 'listening triage',
weeding out white noise and capturing relevant ideas? What if someone in the audience has an
insightful idea? A heated debate?
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